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Guide for Hajj and ‘Umrah. It is an enlightening spiritual and practical guide for the sacred journeys of Hajj
and ´Umrah. It´s a guided tour through a number of very meaningful emotional and religious experiences.
But it´s also so much more… It is a journey of self-discovery as well as the discovery of Islam. It´s a primer
on Islamic practices that will undoubtedly intrigue and captivate both Muslim and Non Muslim audiences
through engaging story-telling. • Th e text itself is well written and simple, getting straight to the heart of the
matter of proper religious observance and practice on what may rightly be called the pilgrimage of a
lifetime… • The photographs displayed near the end of the book are astounding and original, especially for
readers from Non Muslim countries, who have in all probability never before seen such sights as the
spellbinding, pure-as-snow brightness of Masjid-Nabawi at night, or the sober splendor of the Prophet’s
Mosque. • Interspersed with the practical maps, tips and guides that all pilgrims will appreciate are the most
beautiful and heartfelt invocations and prayers to Allah, the Most Powerful and Compassionate, as well as a
thrilling narration of Islam’s early history and lore. Particularly moving and evocative is the beautifully
retold beginning of sa’ee, “the struggle” as an act of absolute trust in Allah, as displayed by a desperate and
lonely Hajar. Especially touching and profound is the authors´ recommendation to work hard on
understanding the du’as recited as a pilgrim, instead of “simply carrying pamphlets and reciting them in
blind fashion without understanding their meaning”. Such a warning is a necessity, as casualness might well
impair the sincerity of the appeal, which should come straight from the pilgrim’s heart. In short, this book is
truly the perfect companion for a deeply spiritual and personal pilgrimage to the heart of Islam. ABOUT
THE AUTHORS: Anis Matthews Anis is fluent in Arabic, English and Urdu. She has B.Sc. and
M.Sc.(Punjab) and an M.Phil (Surrey/Harwell). She has been a university lecturer for a total of 14+ years; 8
years in Iraq (physics to medical students), 1 year in the UK (university entrance to A-level students) and 6
years in KSA (physics to medical students). She ran circles for women and girls on both Islamiyyat and
Taweed/Arabic during her time in KSA, continuing in the UK in half a dozen locations including her home,
until failing health caused her to reduce her activities. Anis also took the female student workshops as part of
the Dawah Courses jointly run with her husband. Daud R Matthews - Daud was raised as an Anglican. He
left organised religion when he was 23. He studied physics but left physics research for computer
management in 1971. Daud has been a Fellow of the British Computer Society and a Fellow of the Chartered
Management Institute as well as a Chartered Engineer. He passed the MENSA test in 2003 with a score of
156. He embraced Islam in March, 1970; married in Pakistan in 1973 and worked in Saudi Arabia from 1974
- 1997; first with King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals, Dhahran 1974 - 1986, and then with
King Saud University 1986 - 1997 as Technical Manager in their computer centres. He was heavily engaged
in presenting Islam to non-Muslims in KSA from 1986 - 1997. Daud was one of the presenters of Tafsir in
English for Saudi TV Channel 2 for six months.He also ran classes on Islam for 2 years for a group of
children of expatriate doctors who would be returning to the West. Since his return to the UK in 1997 he has
run classes on Islam for children; he became the Chairman of a weekend Bangladeshi Educational Trust in
Loughborough, some 5 years later, their weekend school merged with the other weekend school and had a
total enrolment of over 70 students. He has lectured regularly on Islam in universities, Islamic Awareness
Weeks and run Dawah Courses. Retiring in 2003 he still lectures and gives Dawah Courses.
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From reader reviews:

Kenisha Perkins:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Yes, you can
choose the suitable activity regarding spend your time. Any person spent their particular spare time to take a
go walking, shopping, or went to typically the Mall. How about open as well as read a book called A Guide
to Hajj - Umrah? Maybe it is to become best activity for you. You already know beside you can spend your
time with the favorite's book, you can better than before. Do you agree with the opinion or you have
additional opinion?

Amy McCarter:

The book A Guide to Hajj - Umrah can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about
everything you want. Why then must we leave the best thing like a book A Guide to Hajj - Umrah? Several
of you have a different opinion about e-book. But one aim that will book can give many information for us.
It is absolutely appropriate. Right now, try to closer with your book. Knowledge or facts that you take for
that, you could give for each other; it is possible to share all of these. Book A Guide to Hajj - Umrah has
simple shape nevertheless, you know: it has great and massive function for you. You can appearance the
enormous world by open and read a reserve. So it is very wonderful.

Frederick Palazzo:

Do you considered one of people who can't read pleasurable if the sentence chained inside the straightway,
hold on guys this aren't like that. This A Guide to Hajj - Umrah book is readable by you who hate the straight
word style. You will find the data here are arrange for enjoyable reading experience without leaving perhaps
decrease the knowledge that want to give to you. The writer associated with A Guide to Hajj - Umrah
content conveys objective easily to understand by lots of people. The printed and e-book are not different in
the written content but it just different such as it. So , do you continue to thinking A Guide to Hajj - Umrah is
not loveable to be your top record reading book?

Ola Hellman:

The book A Guide to Hajj - Umrah will bring you to the new experience of reading any book. The author
style to elucidate the idea is very unique. In case you try to find new book to see, this book very acceptable
to you. The book A Guide to Hajj - Umrah is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the
e-book from official web site, so you can easier to read the book.
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